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Hall conductivity u xv in the fluctuating dirty superconductors is examined microscopically 
above the critica1 temperature Tc where fluctuation effects are important. 

In weak field limit, i.e., DeH/T<t;;_r; (D: diffusion constant, r;=(T-Tc)/Tc), the Hall 
angle in thin films with thickness d is given by 

0 
= uxv --w 't' 1+ (4r;0/(r;-o)) lnr;/o+na:/18·r;o/r;2 
-o'xx- c 1+(2r;o/(r;-o))lnr;/o+r;o/r; ' 

where Wc=eH/mc, r;0=e2j16du0, uo= (ne2jm)'t' ('t': relaxation time) .and a:= (2/ngN) (g: BCS 
coupling constant, N: state density at the Fermi energy) and o is a pair-breaking parameter. 
The second term in the numerator comes from the Maki process, whereas the last is due to 
the AL process, which shows that the gigantic Meissner currents contribute to Hall effect in 
the fluctuating region. The sign of the contributions from such diamagnetic currents depends 
on the sign of energy derivative of the density of state function at the Fermi energy. 

§I. Introduction 

In recent years the thermodynamic fluctuations of the order parameters in 
superconductors near the critical temperature attracted many investigators both 
experimentally1

) and theoretically.2
) As regards the electrical conductivity, which 

has been in the center of these discussions, there exist two physically distinct 
processes, the one pointed out by Aslamazov and Larkin (AL)B) and the other by 
Maki.4

) The former takes account of the currents carried by superconducting 
fluctuations, whereas the latter takes account of the additional scattering by fluc
tuations and thus these result in different temperature dependences of (Jxx· More
over the Maki process has remarkable properties that the static conductivity is 
divergent in one- and two-dimensional systems. Theoretically this fact is very 
important and Takayama and Maki5

) have performed detailed examinations of this 
singularity. Practically, on the other hand, the additional pair-breaking effects 
first explicitly taken into account by Thompson6

) removes this difficulty and thus 
the theory predicts an excess conductivity (J' in a film with thickness d much 
smaller than the coherence length as follows: 

*) Part of the work was published in Phys. Letters 33A (1970), 187. 
**) Part of Ph. D. Thesis submitted by H. Ebisawa to University of Tokyo (1971). 

t) Present address • Department of Applied Science, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University, 
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tt> On leave from the Department of Physics, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan. 
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter and Hall Effect 1029 

~=~ln!L+ 'l]o, 
O'o 1]-tJ (] 'lJ 

(1·1) 

where r;0 =e2/16d0'0 (0"0 = (ne2/m)r, r: relaxation time) and (] is the above-men
tioned pair-breaking parameter. The first and second terms in Eq. (1·1) come 
from the Maki and the AL processes, respectively. The relation (1·1) is quanti
tatively ascertained by the experiments on Al alloys.7

) 

In order to understand more fully the physical implications of the fluctuations 
of the order parameter near the phase transition, other physical quantities such 
as orbital diamagnetism have been investigated both theoretically8

) and experi
mentally.9) 

We shall add here one more theoretical prediction. It is on the Hall effect, 
a phenomenon that reflects the mixed effects of electrical transport and orbital 
diamagnetism. The discussions are confined to the temperature region above the 
critical point with the perturbational treatments of the fluctuations. 

The Hall effect in normal metals with a long mean free path10
> is mainly 

determined by the kinematical effect of Lorentz force that curves the electron 
orbits. This force yields transverse currents represented by the relation 0' xy = 
- wer0"0, where We= eH/ me is the cyclotron frequency. The process that results 
in the above relation can be interpreted purely classically. Concerning the fluctu
ating superconductors the additional scattering mechanism due to fluctuations cor
responding to the Maki process modifies this relation. However, as was pointed 
out by Kubo, 11»12> the presence of a static magnetic field has other physical effects 
different from the above-mentioned kinematical ones. That is, the magnetic fields 
disturb the electronic distributions in energy space quantum-mechanically. This 
is · the origin of the finite diamagnetism18

> of-the electron gas contrary to the 
Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem. Thus the deviations of the electronic distributions 
due to the magnetic field yield diamagnetic currents which contribute to the Hall 
effect, if the scattering mechanism of electrons is present. This contribution 
arises, formally speaking, from the expansion of the density matrix in terms of 
the magnetic fields in the Kubo formula,I4

> and not from the magnetic field de
pendent time evolution of the current operators. Such extra quantum mechanical 
contributions are, however, negligible in normal metals to the order of (eFr)-1 

(cF: the Fermi energy) compared with the Lorentz force effect, because these 
diamagnetic currents have no transverse component if the external perturbing 
force is absent. 

In superconductors, however, the existence of the complete diamagnetism is 
the most essential property. Thus the quantum mechanical effects for <5 xy from 
the diamagnetic currents, neglected in normal metals, are expected to play some 
important roles in superconductors not only below the critical temperature but 
also in the fluctuating regions above Tc. 

The usual approximation for the fluctuation propagator If) is insufficient be-
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1030 H. Fukuyama, H. Ebisawa and T. Tsuzuki 

cause in such treatments no contributions come from the fluctuating supercurrents 

represented by the AL process. This is in part obvious from the fact that negli

gible contributions come from the diamagnetic currents in normal metals. For 

this reason we must proceed one step further to the order of (,sFr)-1 or T/ cF, 

which has been fully discussed elsewhere.16> Thus w.e get excess Hall conductivity 

in a weak magnetic field due to fluctuating supercurrents, 

.d<J!i/ _ rca "f/o ----wcr--, 
O'o 18 "f/2 

(1·2) 

where 'Yj=(T-Tc)/Tc and a=2/rcgN (g: BCS coupling constant). Note that, 

although the parameter (,sFr)-1 or T/,sF is itself small, large currents carried 

by fluctuations yield important contributions for <5 xy in the end. Equation (1· 2) 

is valid for nearly free electrons. For general Bloch electrons, the sign of .d<J:!"i/ 
changes in accordance with the sign of energy derivative of the density of states 

at the Fermi surface. This dependence on the surface structure is different from 

<5 xy in normal metals. 
Microscopic treatments of the Maki process, on the other hand, show 

.d<J~y = - Wc'C ~ ln _!_ , 
O'o "fj-O 0 

(1·3) 

which is less singular than the contributions from the AL process. 

In § 2 Hall angle in weak field limit DeH/T<"fJ (D=vl/3; v Is Fermi 

velocity, l is mean free path) is calculated, whereas in § 3 the contributions from 

the fluctuating supercurrents are discussed in detail for all values of the magnetic 

field. 

§ 2. Hall conductivity and Hall angles 

The model we discuss in this section is the BCS effective Hamiltonian for 

nearly free electrons. 

(2·1) 

where U is the impurity potential with short force-range. Cases for arbitrary 

Bloch electrons are discussed in § 3. 
Hall conductivity <5 xy in the limit of weak magnetic fields is given by the 

general formula 14
> for <5 xy in terms of the vector potential Aq to its first order. 

As will be shown in § 3, the expansion parameter in this case is DeH/"f}T, and 

"the weak magnetic field" means that DeH/T<"fJ. 

O'pv=_;__K:vAqal , (2·2) 
Z()) w_,.o 
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter and Hall Effect 1031 

Kf;v (iuh) =__![_____Ova [.L,. (q, iw._) - .L,. (q, 0)] + _!_ [.Lf;v (q, iw._) - LJ;v (q, 0)], 
me c 

(2·3) 

1 Ip Ip A L#(q, iw._) =-- dr dr' exp[iw._(r-r')J<TJ,.(q, r)p( -q, r')), (2·4) 
t3 0 0 

Lf;v (q, iw._) = _!_ fP dr fP dr' fP dr" 
(3 Jo Jo Jo 

X exp [iw._ (r- r")] <T J,. (q, r) Ja (- q, r') Jv (0, r")), (2 · 5) 

where 

}(k) = !!!__ Jdre-ikr {cf} (r) P cjJP (r) - ¢t (r) cjJ (r)}, 
2m 

p (k) = S dre-ikrcjJt (r) cjJ (r). 

We take electronic charge as -e (e>O) in this paper. 

(2·6) 

(2·7) 

As we are concerned with the uniform magnetic fields, only the linear parts 

of q in KP.~ are necessary. Applying similar procedures developed in Ref. 16), 

we get, after straightforward manipulations, the following expressions: 

K a ( • ) -Ka(M) ( • ) Ka(AL) ( • ) p.v q, Z(J)._ = p.v q, Z(J)._ + p.v q, Z(J)._ ' (2·8) 

3 
K a(M) - e ( ;::. ;::. ) p.v - - -

2 
q pU va - q vU pa 

me 

1 1 

k k, En. 

X y2 :E :E :E [En-=Ec-(J}A -Q,-(J}P.. 

n P. k, () - (k+Q) - (k+Q) 

- (En-+(J}p.) f.l - (En+(J}") 

1 1 k, (2· 9a) 

X T2 :E :E :E [ v 
n p. k,f.J -

- (k'+Q) 

+ (2 ·9b) 

k/ k,/ 
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1032 H. Fukuyama, H. Ebisawa and T. Tsuzuki 

s 
K a(AL) _ 4 e ( ~ ~ ) 

pv - - -
2 

qp.Uva- qvu p.a 
me 

X T' ~ ~ T ~ R [-_Q ~Q:., 
- (w"+w.~) "<-f ....... -) 

] . (2·10) 

k/ k.' 

In these expressions, the wavy lines and dotted lines represent the :fluctuation 

propagators and impurity potentials, respectively. The vertex fJ. or v on a propa

gator means that this propagator should be partially differentiated with respect 

to the p.-th or the v-th component of the wave vector. K/l~<M) and K/l~<AL) come 

from the Maki process and the AL process, respectively. The fluctuation propa

gator g) (Q, i(J)P) that carries the momentum -Q and the energy - i(J)P is given 

by Maki4
) as follows : 

g)(Q, i(J)P.)- 1 = -N[r;+loi(J)P-1 +1-02
], (2·11) 

where N is the density of states at the Fermi energy and r;=(T-Tc)/Tc, 

lo=n/8T, l =nD/8T. 
The calculations of Kll~<M) are performed as follows. In Kll~<M) we can safely 

set (J)P = 0 from the first as far as we are concerned with the dominant contri

butions near Tc. As the third term in the curly bracket in Eq. (2 · 9a) is equal 

to the first of the linear order of ())"'' we get 

-G(k+Q, -isn)G2 (k+Q, -isn_)]A(ism isn; Q)A(isn-, isn-; Q) 

= - e: (qp.t1va- qv(J p.a) 43CF T2 ~ g) (Q, 0) 
me Q 

X [G2 (k, - isn) G (k, - iSn-) - G (k, - isn) G2 (k, - isn-)], 

where sF= k2F/2m is the Fermi energy, 

{ 

len +sn+vl 
A (ism isn+v; Q) = j2Sn +()).I+ DQ

2 
' 

1 ' 

(2·12) 

(2·13) 
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter and Hall Effect 1033 

- . 1 ) 
cn=Sn (1 +-

1

-

1 

, 

2r Sn 

r-1 = 2nniu2 N , 

where ni and u are the number density of impurities and the Fourier transform 

of U, respectively. 
Retaining only the singular terms that result from the interval w:>.>sn>O in 

the summation in Eq. (2 ·12), we have 

Eq. (2 ·12) = - e: (q,liva- qJ] pa) 48
F T 2 ~g) (Q, 0) 

m c 3 !J 

x ~ g] (Q, O) _1 __ 1_ {¢ (_!_ + DQ
2 + ~) _ cjJ (l_ + DQ2 )} 

!J DQ2 4nT 2 4nT 2nT 2 4nT 

e
3 

( ~ ~ ) 3n . 2 ~ g) (Q, 0) ( 14) 
= --2 

qpUva-qvUpa -'!rtW;>.! ~ DQ
2 

2· 
me 4 !J 

That is 
K a(M, a) 3 rn (Q 0) 

LlcJ'M,a_ p.v A - -(J'o n ~ .;;v ' 
;cy iw qa - ;cy4 if DQ2 · ' 

(2·15) 

where 6'~u= -Wc!6'0, Wc=eH/mc. 
Next we calculate Eq. (2 · 9b). 

X G (k, isn-) G2 (k + Q, - isn-) ~ k/ k/ + Q" G (k' + Q, - isn) 
k' m 

X G(k' +Q, -isn-)G2 (k', ien) J . 
4" 3 

= _ _!:_ ~(q,J]va-qvOpa)niu2T2 ~ 9.J(Q, 0) 
9 m c !J 
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1034 H. Fukuyama, H. Ebisawa and T. Tsuzuki 

X Im .'E 1(ian, icn-) I(- ian_, -ian) A (ian, ian) A (icn-, icn-), (2 ·16) 
n 

where 

(2·17) 

As is evident from Eq. (2 ·16), we need the imaginary part of Eq. (2 ·17) for 
an that satisfies oh,>sn>O. Integrating over k in Eq. (2 ·17), and expanding the 
results in terms of (sFr)-1, we have 

(2 ·18) 

Thus we get 

or In other words, 

(2·19) 

Combining Eqs. (2 ·15) and (2 ·19), we have the total contribution to <J :cv from 
the Maki process, 

A M _A M,a+ AA"'M,o_ 7C ""'o "" I!J(Q, O) £J<5:cy=£J<1a:y iJUa:y -- -ua:y "'-.J • 
2 9 DQ2 

(2. 20) 

Next we will discuss AL process, Eq. (2 ·10). 

where 

C = T .'E k. 
2 

G (k, isn) G (k, ian) G2 (k, - isn), 
n m 

and it is equal to - 2NmJ.... Summations over {))~-' in Eq. (2 · 21) are performed 
as follows to the first order of {)) ( = i(J)""'): 
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter and Hall Effect 1035 

T :E [-a-fD (Q, iwf' + iw"},.) fD (Q, iwf') - fD (Q, iwf' + iw"},.)_a_f!J (Q, iwf')] 
(J)tt aof' aof' 

=!!!._ Im fP S"" dxN(x) [_j___a_f!)Rg)R _ _j__f!JR_a_[J)R 
7C, -00 ax aQf' ax aQf' 

_ f!)A a
2 

[f)R + _j__f!JR_a_f!JAJ' 
axaQf' ax aOf' 

where the principal part of the integration is to be taken and 

Writing 

N(x) = [eax -1]-1
, 

[f)R(Q, X) =f!J (Q, X+ io). 

[f!JR(Q. x)]- 1 = -N[n+lQ2 -iAoX], 

[f!JA(Q, x)]- 1 = -N[n+l0 2 +ilo*x], 

(2. 22) 

we can calculate Eq. (2 · 22), retaining the most singular terms m '17 as follows: 

Eq. (2 · 22) = - w Im T).Qf' Ao 
N2 [n + ;.Q2J4 

(2·23) 

We see from Eq. (2 · 23) that the simple form of the fluctuation propagator, 
Eq. (2 ·11), which gives real Ao results in no contributions from the AL process. 
This result corresponds to the fact that the diamagnetic currents in normal metals 
are negligible for the Hall effect. Then we need fD exactly up to this order, 
which is given as follows 15

) for any Bloch electrons with density of states N. 

where cf; (z) IS the di-gamma function and 

D= !!:_r 
N' 

a= :E 0 (eF- e (k)) (_j__e(k)) r. 
k akf' 

(2·24) 

(2· 25) 

In Eqs. (2 · 24) and (2 · 25), N' is the derivative of N with respect to the Fermi 
energy. In Eq. (2 · 25), e (k) is the band energy of the Bloch band. It is assumed 
to be of cubic symmetry and then a is independent of the vector component /}.. 
For weak magnetic fields, i.e., DeH/T<.n, we can expand cf;(z) and get 
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1036 H. Fukuyama, H. Ebisawa and T. Tsuzuki 

(2·26) 

where 

4sF N' 1 a=------. 
n N gN 

(2. 27) 

For nearly free electron systems under consideration, D = vl/3 and 

2 1 a=--. 
n gN 

(2 ·28) 

From Eqs. (2·23) and (2·26), we obtain 

K a(AL)- 4 e
3 

( ~ ~ ) c2 T ' ' T "" Q/ 
p.v - W-2 qpuva-qvupa N 2 AAoa- "-' ( 'Q2) 4 m c SF Q 17+" 

(2. 29) 

or 

2 tl2Q 2 
.dO"~L = 6 o. _!!__a "" "' . 

y xy 12 it ND ( 17 + tlQ2)4 (2· 30) 

Consequently, the excess Hall conductivity .dO" xy due to fluctuations IS given by 

.dO" =O"o [-.!!_"" [f)(Q,O)+n
2
a"" tl

2Q/ J 
xy xy 2 it DQ2 12 if ND ( 17 + tlQ2)4 • 

(2· 31) 

For bulk samples, 

L1 (3) _ 3 .J3 s;2 ( T ) 
112 

1 60 [ 1 + 7 1 J 
(} xy- -2- 7r ----s; (pFllf2 xy r//2 144 an 173/2 ' (2· 32) 

and for a thin film with thickness d much smaller than coherence length 

A (2) _ o [ 4 1 17 n a 1 J 
t.JO" xy - 17o0" xy -- n - +- - ' 

17-0 0 18 172 
(2· 33) 

where 17o = e2/16dO" 0• 

In (2 · 33), we introduce a pair-breaking parameter first adopted by Thompson6
) 

to avoid the difficulty of divergence in the static conductivity from the Maki 

process. 
By use of Eq. (2 · 32) or (2 · 33) and the excess conductivity .:::16 xx obtained 

formerly, 

~- T )1!2 1 1 
(3) - 3 v 3 3/2 ( 

,d(J xx -
6 0 W n ~ ( PFZY12 r/12 ' 

(2· 34) 

A (2) - [ 2 1 17 + 1 J t.J(J xx- (J o17o -- n - - ' 
17-0 0 17 

(2. 35) 

we finally get Hall angles as follows: 
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter and Hall Effect 1037 

(2. 36) 

for bulk cases and 

e = - Wcr {1 + 4r;o In !L + 7Ca 7Jo} {1 + 2r;o In !L + 'lJo 1f -1 

7J- (J (J 18 7J2 1j- (J (J 7J 
(2. 37) 

for films. 
Note that, although the Maki process and the AL process yield contributions 

to (J xx with the same temperature dependence (for bulk samples), they give different 
temperature dependence for (J xy· Even for bulk samples, the Hall effect due to 
super conducting fluctuations is to be observed if we get IJ""'--' 10-2

, sFr/""'V 10, rT "-" 10-1 

and wcr"'"'10-4
• In thin films if sFr/"../10\ rT/"../10-1 and u>cr~10-4, then the con

dition of weak field limit is satisfied for r;/""'V l0-1 and we expect deviation of the 
Hall angle due to fluctuations. 

§ 3. Discussion of contributions from diamagnetic currents 

We examined the Hall conductivity (J xy microscopically not only from the 
Maki process but also from the AL process, indicating large contributions from 
the fluctuating supercurrent (AL process). The latter contribution comes from 
small modifications of the fluctuation propagators of the order of T /eF. 

The sign of this contribution depends on that of (N' /N). In normal metals 
the sign of the Hall angle is determined by that of 

(3·1) 

which is not necessarily equal to that of (N' /N). Thus it can occur that the 
fluctuations decrease the Hall angle in normal state. 

Let us now examine in this section the properties of the effect of fluctuating 
diamagnetic current~ on (J xv including the cases of high magnetic fields, i.e., 
DeH/T?r;. Moreover the electrons are assumed to be any Bloch electrons. 
By use of the formulations developed by Mikeska and Schmidti7

) and U sadel/8
) 

we have for a film with thickness d, 

Jr5 = _ 4~ 2n (2ND)2 ~ (2eH)
2 

n + 1 A 2 

xy d ~ (2 )2 2 n,n+1 
{)) n=O 7r 
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1038 H. Fukuyama, H. Ebisawa and T. Tsuzuki 

ITl A a ITlR ITlA a t7) RJ + :;vn -:;vn+l-:;vn+1-:;vn ' ax ax (3·2) 

where g)nR is equal to g)R(Q, w), Eq. (2·26), with replacement of Q 2 =4eH(n+i), 
and An,n+l is given by Eq. (A ·13) of Ref. 18), 

A = 1 [''' (_!_ + DeH (n + 1_)-) _ "· (_!_ + DeH(n + _!_)) J. (3. 3) n,n+l 4eHD '~-' 2 nT 2 '~-' 2 nT , 2 

Here D is given by Eq. (2 · 25). In order to evaluate Eq. (3 · 3), the expansiOn 
of [g)nR(x)]-1 in terms of xis sufficient, 

where 

an=2nsF ~{-en+ ¢<1)(!
1
+en) [g~-¢(~ +en)+¢(~)-ln J,]}. 

By use of tn and an, we get 

In the weak field limit, we can replace 

and then 

7C A +1=-n,n 8T' 

t = + rcDeH (n + _!_) 
n 7J 2T 2, ' 

(3·4) 

(3· 5) 

(3·7) 
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter and Hall Effect 1039 

If H is weak enough, r;>DeHjT, we can transform the summation over n into 

integral in Eq. (3 · 6) and get the same result as Eq. (2 · 30). 

On the other hand, if the magnetic field is strong enough, DeHjT?:;r;, only 

the term corresponding n = 0 is relevant to the singularity. In this case 

A = 1 {"· (_!_ + 3DeH) _ ,,, (_!_ +De H)} 
0

'
1 4DeH '~-' 2 2nT _'~-' 2 2nT ' 

t _ T-Tc(H)_ 
o- Tc (H) 1JH' 

t = ,,, (_!_ + 3DeH) _ ,,, (_!_ +De H) 
1 '~-' 2 2nT '~-' 2 2nT ' 

N' { 1 } ao=27rcF- -eo+ , 
N cf;'(t+eo)gN 

N' { 1 [ 1 ( 1 3DeH) ( 1 DeH\ J} a1=2nsF- -e1+ - -cjJ -+ . +cf; -+--) 
N ¢<1)(t+el) gN 2 27tT 2 2nT ' 

(3·9) 

where Tc (H) is the root of the equation 

We, in this paper, fix the strength of the magnetic field and vary the temperature. 

Substitution of Eq. (3 · 9) into Eq. (3 · 6) yields 

.doxy= -o0r;o16T N' - 1 {-e1cf;' (_!_ + e1) + [__!__- ¢( __!_ + e1). + cjJ (_!_ + eo)Jfl 
7r N 1JH 2 gN ' 2 2 

== -16 T N' oor;oB. 
7r N 1JH 

(3 ·10) 

In this limit, singularity with respect to the temperature deviation differs from 

that in the weak field limit. 

In the similar situation as in Eq. (3 ·10), <5 xx is given as17
) 

and then 

.Jo xx = 4<5 or;o ' 
1JH 

4B N' .J!Jxy=- -T-11xx. 
n N 

(3 ·11) 

(3 ·12) 
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1040 / H. Fukuyama, H. Ebisawa and T. Tsuzuki 

The singularity in this case with respect to r}H is similar for 6 xx and 6 xy· More
over the Maki process and other processes besides the AL process yield contri
butions with the same singularity. But, for nearly free electrons and in such a 
temperature range as 

<DeH~1 IJH____. T ~ ' 

the contribution from the AL process (3 ·10) 1s 

A AL_ 4rjo T 1.16:sy- -6o-- --a, 
f}H 8F 

whereas the one from the Maki process is,19
> 

A M _ 8rjo 1.16 :sy- - (J)c'C--6 o • 
r}H 

(3 ·13) 

(3 ·14) 

(3 ·15) 

Thus Eq. (3 ·14) is a major contribution to the nearly free electron systems, but 
this relation may hold for any Bloch electrons. Thus, using19

)• 20) 

A AL _ A M _ 4rjo 
1.16 ;J;:JJ - .1.16 :JJ:JJ - - --6 0 ' (3 ·16) 

r}H 

in this region, we obtain 

(3 ·17) 

§ 4. Summary of :results 

The Hall angle for a film with thickness d in the weak field limit of magnetic 
fields, rj';!PDeHjT, is given 

f)= - (J)c'C {1 + 4rjo ln !L + rca rjo} {1 + 2rjo ln !L + r}o} -1, 

r; - (J (J 18 r/ 1J - (J (J r; 

where rjo = e2 j16d6 0, rj = (T- Tc) /Tc, a= 2rc-1 (1/gN) (g: coupling constant, N: 
density of states at the Fermi energy) and (J is the pair-breaking parameter. 
The second and third terms in the numerator come from the Maki and the AL 
processes, respectively. The latter contribution due to fluctuating supercurrents 
has very strong singularity with respect to rj and emerges from the small cor
rections of the fluctuation propagators of the order of T/sF. The sign of this 
contribution is dependent on the sign of the curvature of N near the Fermi energy, 
and then the fluctuations can either increase or decrease the Hall angle near Tc. 

In this respect the experiments on the Hall effect in fluctuating superconductors 
are expected to afford detailed information on the Fermi surface. 
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